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OPEN IN DESKTOP APP
This will enable full functionality of the template.

CHOOSE A SLIDE STYLE FROM 
1. Home tab
2. New Slide
3. Choose layout
4. If layout goes awry, select Reset

TEXT
There are 5 levels of formatted text available.
Please move between text  levels using the 
increase/decrease button on the menu above.

CHANGE SLIDE BACKGROUND/COLOUR
1. Design Menu
2. Format Background
3. Select colour from palette OR
4. Picture or Texture Fill
5. Find image 

REPLACE IMAGE IN SHAPE OR ON PAGE
1. Right click on image
2. Change Picture
3. Select your image
OR
1. Delete the image
2. Click on icon
3. Find the new image

TO REPOSITION IMAGE WITHIN SHAPE 
1. Click on image
2. Picture Format menu
3. Click on Crop button dropdown
4. To fit the whole image inside select FIT
5. To use only a portion select FILL then crop, move 

or resize image to show properly within shape.

ADD/CHANGE FOOTER
1. Insert Menu
2. Header & Footer
3. Tick to activate/Untick to remove
4. Change text

Acknowledgement of Country

We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the 
Darug lands on which we gather today. 

We pay respect to Elders past, present and emerging, 
and extend that respect to Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people joining us today.



ENGAGE WITH CECIL SCHOOL LIFE!

FACEBOOK - WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/CECILHILLSHIGHSCHOOL/

INSTAGRAM - 
WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/CECILHILLSHS/

SCHOOL WEBSITE - 
HTTPS://CECILHILLS-H.SCHOOLS.NSW.GOV.AU/

YOUTUBE - HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/@CECILHILLSHIGHSCHOOL

UPDATE YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS WITH THE SCHOOL FOR FURTHER UPDATES.

http://www.facebook.com/CECILHILLSHIGHSCHOOL/
http://www.instagram.com/CECILHILLSHS/
https://cecilhills-h.schools.nsw.gov.au/
https://www.youtube.com/@cecilhillshighschool


JOIN OUR P&C

Our P&C are looking to fill multiple 
positions, including the role of President.

Please email 
francis.floresca1@det.nsw.edu.au if you 
are interested.

mailto:francis.floresca1@det.nsw.edu.au


OUR SENIOR EXECUTIVE

MR HOWARD MS LORD MS SAHID MS CARTER MR CARROZZA
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Why are we implementing this strategy?

This strategy is being implemented to increase focus and learning in 

classrooms, remove distractions, and promote positive social interactions.

The implementation of this strategy is a requirement under the NSW 
Department of Education: Students' Use of Mobile Phone in Schools 
Policy.
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What does 'phones turned off and kept 
out of sight' mean?

If students choose to bring their phones to school, 

they will be required to switch them off and keep 

them out of sight during the school day. Students will 

be required to keep their phone in their bag, not in 

their pocket.

This applies both in the classroom, and at recess, 

lunch time and the five-minute break, as well as 

throughout all school activities. This includes 

school-based activities at external sites, such as 

excursions.
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How will the 'phones turned off and kept 
out of sight' strategy work?
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1

Each morning 
your child will be 

required to 
switch their 

mobile 
phone off before 

entering the 
school grounds.

2

The mobile 
phone will then 
need to stay out 

of sight and 
kept in the 

student’s bag 
throughout the 
day and cannot 
receive or send 

calls or 
messages.

3

Your child 
retains 

responsibility for 
their mobile 

phone.

4

After leaving the 
school premises, 

your child is 
able to switch 

on their mobile 
phone. 



Key questions

We know this is a big change and we are 

here to answer your questions! 

But first, let's go through some commonly 

asked questions.
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A call can be 
placed directly 
to the school in 
an emergency.

What if I need 
to contact my 

child?

As your child 
retains their 

mobile phone 
throughout the 

day, they remain 
responsible.

Who is 
responsible for 

the mobile 
phone?
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Are there any 
exemptions?

Exemptions will be 
made for mobile 
phones that are 

required for 
medical or learning 

requirements.

What devices are 
covered as part of 

this strategy?

Mobile phones are the 
focus, but any paired 
device (airpods, smart 
watches) that requires 

the phone to be on 
will not be able to be 

used at school.
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Students will need 
to bring a card or 

cash to pay.

My child uses 
their phone to 

pay at the 
canteen The mobile phone 

management strategy 
applies to school 
excursions and 

events, unless an 
exemption is made by the 

Principal. If this is the case, 
information will be included 
in the excursion permission 

form.

What about 
school 

excursions?
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The 
school's Student 
Behaviour policy 

and procedures will 
be applied to your 

child.

What will 
happen if my 
child does not 

comply?
If the phone is seen and 

confiscated:
First occasion: The phone is 

returned to the student at the end of 

the day and the parent is informed

Second occasion: The phone will 

only be returned to the parent at the 

end of the day (between 3 and 4pm)

What are the 
details of the 

Student 
Behaviour 
policy and 

procedures?



How can you help?

• Discuss the mobile phone 

management strategy with your 

child.

• Remind them of their role in the 

process.

• Support your child by only 

contacting the office if you need 

to communicate with them during 

school hours.

• Raise any questions or concerns 

with the school team.
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Next steps

• We will be providing more information as 

Term 4 gets closer detailing all the finer 

details of the strategy.

• If you need any further clarification on 

this strategy, you can contact your 

child’s Deputy Principal or the Principal.

• This strategy will be implemented at the 

beginning of Term 4.
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QUESTION TIME

This presentation 
will be available 
via email and the 
school website.


